Introduction
Single-rotor helicopters sometimes experience minimal yaw control margins and, in some cases, complete loss of yaw control during low-speed crosswind operating conditions (refs. 1{7). Meeting satisfactory yaw control criteria remains a dicult problem for the designer, in part because of numerous contributing factors that make up the total requirement for yaw control. These factors include fuselage aerodynamic yawing moments, main rotor torque, yaw maneuver requirements, and external disturbances such as ambient winds and self-generated effects (downwash, ground recirculation eects, and stability and control cross coupling). In addition, helicopters experience an increase in installed engine power and gross weight over their life cycle, which reduces yaw control margin because of an attendant increase in main rotor torque. A number of investigations have been conducted to dene tail rotor performance and directional handling-quality characteristics. The results from some of these investigations are available in references 8{16.
Results from a wind-tunnel investigation (ref. 17 ) quantied the importance of the fuselage contribution to low-speed yaw control requirements. Analyses of the data indicated that the aerodynamic side forces on the tail boom are a signicant portion of the yaw control requirement. For example, estimates based on the model data indicated that the fuselage yawing moment could require on the order of 10 percent of the total yaw control authority. It was reasoned that the tail boom aerodynamic side force was a major contributor to the fuselage yawing moment. As a means of reducing the undesirable fuselage yawing moment, the idea of a spoiler or strake placed along the boom was proposed (ref. 18). Subsequent wind-tunnel investigations (refs. 19 and 20) , performed on large-scale two-dimensional cross-sectional shapes of representative U.S. Army helicopter tail booms, clearly indicated that adverse aerodynamic side forces could be generated by the boom and that strakes were useful in reducing these forces. Several ight eorts in the United States and abroad have been conducted to evaluate the eect of tail boom strakes (refs. 21{24). In addition, means to reduce the adverse eects of boom aerodynamic forces on main rotor and tail rotor power are oered through cross section shape design (ref.
22).
A ight investigation utilizing an instrumented single-rotor helicopter (g. 1) was conducted jointly by the U.S. Army Aeroightdynamics Directorate and the NASA Langley Research Center in an eort to obtain ight data to augment wind-tunnel results. Data were obtained on three congurations: (1) baseline (research helicopter without strakes), (2) single strake (strake located longitudinally at the upper shoulder of the port side of the boom), and (3) double strake (upper strake plus a lower longitudinally mounted strake on same side of the boom). Lowspeed crosswind data were obtained in 5-knot increments of airspeed V from 0 to 35 knots and in 30 increments of wind azimuth from 0 to 330 . Increments in wind azimuth of 15 were investigated where abrupt or signicant changes in ying qualities and performance were observed. A limited amount of testing that yielded qualitative results was conducted in forward ight, including climbs, descents, left and right turns, and autorotation. A summary of the results of the ight investigation, the major part of which was directed toward tail rotor power required, yaw control margin, and general handlingquality characteristics as inuenced by the tail boom strakes, is presented. Qualitative assessment is given in the form of pilot commentary. free-stream air density, slugs/ft 3 angle of ow incidence in plane normal to axis of two-dimensional wind-tunnel model, deg wind azimuth relative to nose of helicopter, increasing clockwise as viewed from above (0 is a headwind, 90 is a right crosswind, etc.), deg
Crosswind Design and Handling-Quality
Considerations
During low-speed, crosswind ight, aerodynamic forces on the tail boom are aected by several factors such as main rotor and tail rotor wakes, ambient winds, maneuvers, ground eects, and the helicopter geometry. Over the years, single-rotor helicopters encounter low-speed directional control problems that degrade handling qualities and mission performance (refs. 2, 3, 5, 6 , and 7). Although sideward ight operational requirements vary, many military designs call for a capability to hover in winds from any azimuth at speeds from 0 to 35 knots with a 10-percent pedal control margin remaining at the most critical azimuth and speed. Recent military requirements call for the ability to perform rapid aircraft heading changes in winds of 45 knots from the most critical direction, while civilian requirements call for a 17-knot capability with winds from the critical azimuth. During design, the tail rotor is sized to balance main rotor torque and directional stability moments of the fuselage/tail rotor combination, to provide a sucient margin for ight maneuvers, and to compensate for ambient wind eects. Demands on tail rotor thrust increase with increasing gross weight and density altitude because of the greater antitorque requirement of the higher gross weight vehicle and the decreasing eciency of the tail rotor in lower density air. Some of the installation design factors that aect tail rotor thrust are tail rotor/vertical n blockage, distance between the n and the plane of the tail rotor, and vertical and horizontal placement of the tail rotor relative to the main rotor. Of course, the design of the tail rotor itself is important in terms of thrust capability. These considerations, however, fall outside the scope of this investigation.
Generally, in right sideward ight as airspeed is increased, the requirement for tail rotor thrust is increased. Conversely, in left sideward ight as airspeed is increased, the requirement for tail rotor thrust decreases to zero and then, at some point, the tail rotor must thrust in the opposite direction. The static-directional stability of the fuselage/tail rotor combined is the major factor that inuences this characteristic.
In trimmed right sideward ight, the tail rotor operates in what is termed the normal working state, where the inow to the tail rotor is in the same direction as the induced velocity produced by the tail rotor, which results in smooth, steady operation and no handling problems. The problem normally associated with right sideward ight is insucient yaw control caused by either insucient tail rotor pitch travel or tail rotor aerodynamic stall. The wind azimuth where this problem occurs has been found to be vehicle conguration dependent and generally occurs at 60 105 . For the helicopter used in this investigation, it occurred at = 60 . The term conguration dependent relates to factors specic to a particular helicopter design such as tail rotor vertical placement; height of the main rotor relative to the tail boom and tail rotor; shape, size, and location of the tail boom; and location and direction of the engine exhaust relative to the tail boom. Another problem that can occur in right (30 80 ) and left (280 330 ) sideward ight is ingestion of the main rotor wake rollup into the tail rotor. This can cause large and rapid changes in aircraft heading. Whether this phenomenon occurs on a particular helicopter design, or at precisely what wind azimuth it occurs, is also conguration dependent.
In left sideward ight, the handling qualities in a portion of the sideward ight speed and azimuth envelope are characterized by aircraft unsteadiness and the inability of the pilot to hold aircraft trim, particularly aircraft heading. This unsteadiness normally occurs at 240 300 and is caused by the tail rotor operating in the vortex-ring state, where the wind velocity approaching the tail rotor is about one to two times the induced velocity of the tail rotor. The vortex-ring state is characterized by the absence of a well-dened slipstream through the rotor and by large recirculating ows through the rotor. The result is rapidly uctuating yawing moments that make precision heading control for the pilot virtually impossible.
Finally, yawing moments from the staticdirectional stability contribution of the fuselage /tail rotor combination create what is commonly termed weathercock stability and produce the moments that tend to turn the nose of the helicopter into the wind. For example, in a tail wind, the helicopter experiences a static-directional instability that requires constant pedal control movement by the pilot to maintain aircraft heading. If the pedals are left unattended, the tail of the helicopter will swing 180 in either direction so that the nose of the aircraft points into the wind. There are also factors caused by ground eects that aect crosswind handling characteristics, but these will not be discussed herein.
Wind-tunnel investigations (refs. 19 and 20) performed on typical helicopter tail boom cross-sectional shapes clearly indicated that rotor downwash could combine with crosswinds (modeled by airow in the tunnel) to produce right yawing moments in right sideward ight. When this occurs, additional tail rotor thrust is required to trim the aircraft. During stringent ight conditions, such as high gross weight or high density altitude when little or no yaw control margin remains, loss of yaw control may occur. It was also determined during the wind-tunnel investigations that a strake placed longitudinally along the upper shoulder of the model boom was eective in disrupting the airow over the boom. This disruption of the ow signicantly changes the magnitude of the side force. In gure 2, an increase in side-force coecient C y (from negative to positive values) indicates a change in boom side force in a favorable direction (reduced tail rotor thrust). Also, a positive increase in the normal-force coecient C z indicates an unfavorable increase in boom download. Based on the results in gure 2, the overall eectiveness of the single-and double-strake (a second strake placed longitudinally along the boom, ref. 20) congurations would be expected to be comparable in right sideward ight (comparable values of C y at positive values of ). The results from a doublestrake conguration indicated promise in extending the improvement in side force well into left sideward ight (045 < < 010 ) as well as reducing download over a portion of the range of angles investigated (035 < < 020 ) (g. 2).
The size and angular placement of the upper and lower strakes used in the present investigation were derived from experience during the same wind-tunnel investigation, although a detailed parametric study of the eects of strake height and angular location was not made. The strake height of 3 in. used in this investigation is conservative and was selected to ensure that the ow did not reattach to the boom; however, the strake height required is a function of boom depth (including the shaft cover). More detailed experiments (unpublished) performed by industry have determined that the strake height should be 6{7 percent of the boom depth, including the shaft cover. For this investigation, the height was 7 percent and 12 percent at the most forward and most rearward points on the boom, respectively. Of course, it is important to minimize the height in order to minimize download, and a set of strakes tapered in height was designed and fabricated, but only qualitatively evaluated. It is important that the download penalty on the main rotor (typical power loading of about 8 lb thrust/hp) be more than oset by the side-load benet gained through the strake unloading the tail rotor (typically about 4 lb thrust/hp). The strake should include as much of the length of the boom as practical and extend rearward beyond the normal main rotor wake location to account for movement of the wake due to forward speed. Both wind-tunnel and ight experiments on specic helicopter designs are desirable when considering the use of strakes.
Apparatus and Procedure
Test Helicopter The test helicopter used in this investigation was a civil version of a turbine-powered vehicle that is representative of a medium weight, utility-class helicopter. This helicopter series has been in service for about 35 years, and the model used herein was a Bell model 204B. It has a two-bladed, 48-ft-diameter, teetering-main-rotor system with a gyro stabilizer bar. Figure 1(a) shows a photograph of the test helicopter, and table I lists its physical characteristics. A three-view sketch of the basic helicopter showing some of the principal dimensions is given in gure 1(b). Takeo weight for this investigation varied from about 8000 to 8300 lb, depending on the correction in weight needed to match a reference baseline density ratio based on aircraft gross weight and density altitude. The helicopter was powered by a single free-turbine engine with 1100 shaft hp. No electronic stability augmentation system was used on the helicopter. The pilot's cockpit controls included the conventional cyclic stick, rudder pedals, and collective stick, which were powered by an irreversible hydraulic boost system. Adjustable friction devices were used with the cyclic stick and the collective stick to provide control system feel forces to the pilot. The pedal controls had no friction device. Control force centering was available in the cyclic and directional controls but was not used because most of the test ying required constant out-of-trim conditions. The horizontal stabilizer was connected to the longitudinal cyclic control and was rigged to result in a positive longitudinal cyclic control position gradient.
Strakes
The installation of the upper and lower strakes on the test helicopter tail boom is illustrated in gure 3. The strakes were mounted on the port side of the boom. The three congurations investigated include: (1) baseline (no strakes attached); (2) single strake (upper strake installed); and (3) double strake (upper and lower strakes installed). The 3-in-high strakes were fabricated from 0.06-in-thick 6061-T6 aluminum. Both strakes were made in three sections to accommodate longitudinal curvature in the boom. To facilitate attachment and removal during test sequences, machine screws were fastened through holes into self-locking nut plates mounted inside the boom. The height and angular placement of the strakes were based on force and pressure data obtained in the wind-tunnel investigation of reference 20. The precise angular location followed existing rivet lines along the boom to avoid drilling additional holes in the boom.
Instrumentation
Instrumentation onboard the test helicopter measured and recorded aircraft control positions (longitudinal cyclic stick, lateral cyclic stick, pedal, and collective stick), tail rotor blade pitch angle, aircraft angular velocities (pitch, roll, and yaw), aircraft normal acceleration, aircraft attitudes (pitch, roll, heading), engine shaft torque, tail rotor output shaft strain, main rotor rotational speed, tail rotor rotational speed, and aircraft airspeed. In forward ight, at airspeeds above 40 knots, aircraft angle of attack and sideslip angle were measured with vanes mounted at the end of the nose boom. The vanes and boom were removed for the hover and low-speed tests. Data were recorded on a pulse code modulation (PCM) system and tape recorders located on instrumentation racks in the passenger seating area behind the pilot and copilot seats (g. 4). Wool tufts were attached to both sides of the tail boom and videotaped to indicate the airow conditions with the strakes on and o (g. 5). The time codes on the PCM data tape and videotape were synchronized. A data coupling device (Acurex 1200B Universal Data Coupler) was used at the tail rotor output drive shaft to telemeter the data signal from strain gauges on the rotating output shaft to the nonrotating side at the 90 tail rotor gearbox (g. 6). This was the rst time such a device had been used on a helicopter ight project at Langley in lieu of a more conventional slip ring assembly. This device was used because the helicopter was utilized for several other projects, making slip ring contact wear a concern.
A pace van (g. 7) was used to assist the pilot in establishing and maintaining the desired test airspeed during the sideward ight portion of the investigation. The van used a speed-measuring radar device that was accurate to within 62 mph. A portable weather station was mounted approximately 12 ft above the van bumper on a pole and measured wind velocity, wind direction, air temperature, and barometric pressure. The output from this station was displayed and videotaped along with a time code synchronized with the aircraft PCM data system. A radar altimeter was installed on the aircraft with a cockpit dial readout gauge to assist the pilot in maintaining height above the runway during the sideward ight portion of the tests. Data on/o switches and instrument system status lights were located on a control panel in the cockpit and operated by the copilot during the operation. The PCM data system was set up for 52 080 bits/sec, 10 bits/word, 38 words/frame, and a tape recorder speed of 7 1/ 2 in/sec that resulted in a data sample rate of 137/sec. The data were not ltered during the data recording or reduction process.
Test Procedure
Generally, data were obtained in 5-knot increments of airspeed between 0 and 35 knots and in 30 increments of wind azimuth over the entire heading range during the low-speed portion of the investigation. The matrix of speeds and azimuths tested is given graphically in gure 8. In rearward ight at azimuths of 150 , 180 , and 210 , a 30-knot airspeed limit was observed, as required by the operator's manual (ref. 25). Also, in cases where signicant parameters were changing rapidly as a function of azimuth, data were taken in 15 increments. During this investigation, azimuth ( ) is dened as the direction from which the wind is approaching the aircraft. For instance, = 90 would denote a direct right crosswind and = 0 would denote a headwind.
Most of the testing was conducted at the NASA Wallops Flight Facility to take advantage of facilities unique to Wallops, including the airport with three runways and little competing air trac. The lowspeed testing was performed at a landing skid height of 40 ft to achieve a near out-of-ground-eect condition (ratio of rotor height to rotor diameter equal to approximately 1.0). During the initial part of the investigation a laser tracking radar system on the Wallops aireld was utilized to monitor the helicopter height above the runway during acquisition of data to ensure that the pilot was maintaining steady level ight. The pilot utilized a radar altimeter readout (analog dial indication) in the cockpit to assist in maintaining a constant height above the runway and thus minimize power changes due to climbing or descending while taking data. Main rotor power changes associated with climb and descent would affect the pedal position and tail rotor power results. Low wind conditions with the prevailing wind direction aligned with one of the runways were required prior to initiating a data ight. Winds were required to be steady (less than 5 knots) with deviations of 62 knots and with the direction within 615 of the operating runway heading. Corrections were then calculated for wind velocity and direction between each pass down the runway, and the pace vehicle speed and aircraft heading were adjusted accordingly to account for the wind. Typically, four to seven data points (constant heading and airspeed) were collected during each pass down the runway while aircraft heading was held constant and airspeed was varied. To take a point, the aircraft was stabilized on a desired test airspeed and a 20-sec record was taken. A typical ight lasted 50{75 min with 40{55 data points collected during each ight. Usually, three ights per day (one ight in each conguration) were performed, with the rst ight starting at sunrise to take advantage of low wind conditions. For the total program, 37 test ights were performed, which required 28 ight hours.
In forward ight, the handling-quality characteristics were evaluated with strakes on and o (the three test congurations). Maneuvers performed included slow, level ight accelerations and decelerations (change in airspeed of 1 knot/sec or less) between 35 and 100 knots, left and right 30 banked turns at 60 knots, left and right sideslips to sideslip angles of 30 at 60 knots, 1000 ft/min climb at 60 knots, 1300{1400 ft/min descents at 60 knots, and autorotations at 50, 65, 75, and 85 knots.
Presentation of Results
The data are presented graphically as outlined below: The data from gures 9 and 13 are tabulated in tables II, III, and IV. Table II contains data from the  baseline conguration; table III contains data from  the single-strake conguration; and table IV were required for trim. This peak value is only about 0.5 in. from the left pedal stop and represents about 93 percent of total pedal travel (as measured from right pedal stop) and violates the 10-percent control margin required for maneuvers by some handlingquality specications. At these azimuths ( = 45 , 60 , and 75 ) and airspeeds (V = 10{25 knots), the normal deviations in pedal motion about the mean value resulted in numerous contacts with the left control stop, and on occasion the pedal was on the stop for up to 1 sec with the aircraft heading drifting slowly from trim.
Operation at conditions that require more engine torque, such as higher density altitude and higher vehicle gross weight, would require full pedal control with no margin for maneuvers. For these conditions, the probability of loss of directional control would be greater. Comparison of the baseline results with the results from the single-strake and double-strake congurations indicated an improvement in the mean pedal control margin by an average of about 0. 25 knots (g. 9) , indicates that the peaks are caused by an aerodynamic side force on the tail boom when the boom is \ying" in the main rotor wake.
The strakes caused increasingly larger separated ow areas on the boom at V = 0 and 5 knots, and then at V = 10{35 knots the entire boom area back to the horizontal stabilizer was separated except for a small corner near the forward end of the strakes. In right sideward ight, at airspeeds above about 25 knots, wake skew angle calculations indicate that the main rotor wake would clear the boom, and the ow on the boom in the baseline conguration would be fully separated because the angle of attack would be about 90 . This did not occur at = 60 , as indicated by the tuft pictures (g. 10, V = 25, 30, and 35 knots). These results are conrmed by the data in gure 9 ( = 60 ), which indicate that the advantage in pedal control position for the double-strake conguration compared with the baseline conguration is retained through 25, 30, and 35 knots.
For a given single-rotor helicopter where directional control is the limiting factor, improvements in pedal control margin aorded by the strakes at the critical right sideward ight azimuth and speed ( = 60 , V = 20 knots for the test helicopter) can expand the operating envelope of the helicopter in terms of gross weight and density altitude. Simple calculations indicate that a 10-percent improvement in pedal control margin (about 0.7 in. for the test helicopter) at the critical condition can improve the operational altitude by about 6000 ft or increase the gross weight capability by about 1700 lb for a UH-1 or an AH-1 class helicopter. A gure taken from an Army helicopter operator's manual (ref. 25) shows areas of reduced directional and longitudinal control margins as a function of translational ight speed and direction, and is presented as gure 11. The data in gure 11 are for the in-ground-eect case and apply to UH-1D/H and EH-1E helicopters. It is also shown in the manual that a 5-percent improvement in pedal control margin will provide an additional 2000 ft of altitude capability or 500 lb of payload.
Left sideward ight. In terms of yaw control margin, the concern in left sideward ight is running out of right pedal during certain ight conditions. In gure 9, right mean pedal position is denoted by negative numbers. High-frequency pedal control activity when the tail rotor is operating in the vortex ring state is also of concern in left sideward ight and will be discussed later. It is helpful to remember that tail rotor pitch is 0 at a pedal position of 01.6 in. and increases linearly to 07:1 at the right pedal stop (3:44 in. right pedal). Therefore as pedal position moves from 01.6 in. to a larger more negative value, the tail rotor power required increases as the tail rotor thrusts in the opposite direction. In rearward ight ( = 180 and 210 ), little eect from the strakes was noted with the pedals within about 1 in. of the center of travel except at speeds of about 25{30 knots at = 180 and 20{30 knots at = 210 , where the strakes caused about a 0.5-in. shift in right pedal compared with the baseline. For the remaining wind azimuths of 240 {330 , the mean pedal positions are closer to the right stop for the strake congurations compared with the baseline except at = 270 . The 10-percent control margin (pedal at 02:75 in.) was exceeded for = 270 , 285 , 300 , and 315 . The single-and double-strake congurations had generally the same characteristics for = 270 , 315 , and 330 , whereas at = 285 and 300 the double-strake conguration requires more right pedal. This eect was probably caused by the increased sideward drag of the boom with strakes installed and should be considered prior to strake application, since it caused an exceedance of the control margin in left sideward ight. Optimization of the strake height (limit height to 6 to 7 percent of boom depth) would likely reduce the requirement for right pedal and help minimize this eect.
Eect of Strakes on Precision Controllability
Disturbances that aect precision controllability of the aircraft include operation of the tail rotor in the vortex ring state, which occurs in left sideward ight at azimuths of about 210 to 330 ; ingestion of the main rotor tip vortex into the tail rotor, which occurs when the wind is from the front left or front right quadrants; and weathercock instability of the fuselage, which occurs in rearward ight at azimuths between about 120 and 240 .
With the baseline conguration, the major problem in terms of the pilot's ability to hold the aircraft steady occurred at speeds between 10 and 15 knots at = 300 . The addition of either the single strake or the double strake reduced the unsteadiness by about 50 percent according to pilot comment. Time histories (g. 12) of angular yawing velocity, pedal position, and tail rotor torque with double strakes on and o show reduced amplitude and frequency with the strakes on and thereby conrm the pilot comment. The increased steadiness of the aircraft with strakes on is probably achieved because airow separation is xed on the boom so that random separation and reattachment of airow does not occur.
Eect of Strakes on Tail Rotor Power
The mean tail rotor power required as a function of airspeed is presented in gure 13 for the baseline, single-strake, and double-strake congurations for all azimuths investigated. As expected, the general shapes and trends of the curves are similar to the mean pedal position data shown previously (g. 9), since tail rotor pitch varies linearly with pedal position.
Right sideward ight. For right sideward ight, the azimuths under discussion are 0 to 150 in gures 13(a) and 13(b). The largest mean tail rotor power requirements in right sideward ight occurred for the baseline conguration at V = 15{20 knots and = 45 , 60 , and 75 with the peak at = 60 and V = 20 knots, where the mean tail rotor power required was 120 hp with transients (not shown) to 150 hp. A moderately high power level is also noted for the baseline conguration at = 150 and V = 28 knots. According to the manufacturer, the maximum continuous power rating for the 90 tail rotor gearbox, located at the tail rotor, is 105 hp. Transients in power above 105 hp are allowed in the operating procedures, and the mechanical condition of the gearbox was monitored through routine maintenance inspection procedures. At = 45 and V = 20 knots (g. 13), the single strake reduced the mean tail rotor power required from 99 to 78 hp (21 percent). For the critical condition ( = 60 and V = 20 knots), the strakes reduced the mean tail rotor power required from 120 to 100 hp (17 percent), and for = 75 and V = 15 knots (peak condition for baseline at = 75 ), the strakes reduced the mean tail rotor power required from 108 hp to an average of 83 hp (23 percent). At = 90 and V = 15 knots, the strakes reduced the mean tail rotor power required from 89 hp to an average of 76 hp (15 percent).
The trends of the data for = 0 , 30 , and 120 (g. 13) follow the pedal position data and will not be discussed further. At = 150 , the significant power benet over most of the speed range is in agreement with the large pedal benet aorded by both the single-and double-strake congurations compared with the baseline. In fact, the largest power benet yielded by the strakes during this investigation occurred at V = 28 knots and = 150 : For this condition, the single-and double-strake congurations reduced the power required from 91 hp to an average of 60 hp (34 percent). This average reduction of 31 hp was signicantly greater than that estimated from the two-dimensional wind-tunnel data of reference 20 (22 hp).
Left sideward ight. For = 180 {330 in gures 13(c) and 13(d), the trend of mean tail rotor power as a function of airspeed is generally toward lower power levels as speed increases for the three congurations. As mentioned previously, the most signicant problem in left sideward ight was the inability to maintain precision control (particularly at = 300 , V = 10{15 knots) and the need for an adequate control margin from the right pedal stop. These factors were discussed in the section on the eect of strakes on mean pedal position and will not be reiterated here.
Eects of single-strake versus double-strake congurations. The mean tail rotor power benet or decit of the single-strake and double-strake congurations compared with the baseline conguration is given in gure 14 as a function of wind azimuth for airspeeds of 5, 10, 20, 25, 30, and 35 knots. A benecial mean tail rotor power change that resulted from both the single-and double-strake congurations compared with the baseline is presented as positive values of 1P in the gure. Recall that the absence of data at V = 35 knots between = 120 and 240 was due to an operational limit of 30 knots on the rearward ight airspeed of the test helicopter. The curves for this gure were obtained from the data in gure 13 by noting dierences in mean power between the congurations every 5 knots and then fairing through the data points.
Examination of the curves over the entire airspeed and azimuth range (g. 14) indicates that both the single-and double-strake congurations yield an overall mean tail rotor power benet. Also, the data indicate that both strake congurations continue to be eective in reducing mean tail rotor power required up to an airspeed of 35 knots. For example, when the baseline boom is no longer immersed in the main rotor wake at airspeeds of 25 knots and above, the angle of attack on the boom would be nearly 90 and fully stalled. Once the baseline boom is stalled, the straked congurations, which are designed to stall the boom, can have little or no further benet in terms of reducing tail rotor power required compared with the baseline. However, based on these data, the strake congurations remained effective compared with the baseline at least to an airspeed of 30 knots.
Compared with the baseline, the strakes were also benecial over a larger wind azimuth range than anticipated. The reason for the benecial peaks in the left and right rear quadrants (90 270 ), particularly at V = 10{30 knots, is not fully understood at this time. As previously mentioned, three-dimensional eects, such as a longitudinal velocity component from the helicopter translational airspeed, may contribute to these results. For many of the speeds, the peaks in the second wind azimuth quadrant (90 180 ) approach the size of the peak in the rst quadrant, and at V = 25 knots the second peak is slightly larger.
At the critical condition of = 60 and V = 20 knots, the single-strake result indicates a larger benet in mean tail rotor power reduction compared with the double strakes (22 hp versus 18 hp). At the other less critical airspeeds (V = 5, 15, 25, and 30 knots), the results shown in the same quadrant indicate that the double strakes yielded a larger mean tail rotor power benet. In addition to the 20-knot case, the results in the right front quadrant show that the single strake had the larger mean power benet at V = 10 and 35 knots. Large and rapid changes in the increment in mean tail rotor power at = 260 {330 and V = 10 and 15 knots are another indication of the unsteadiness and precision control problem discussed previously.
The single-and double-strake congurations were further analyzed by taking the data in gure 14 and averaging the power saved or lost compared with the baseline over the entire azimuth and airspeed range (except 35 knots; recall data were not available for = 150 {210 ). This method approximates integrating the areas under the curves in gure 14. Based on this method of averaging the data, the results (g. 15) indicate that the double strakes were more eective than the single strake in reducing mean tail rotor power required over most of the airspeed and azimuth range.
Eect of Strakes in Forward Flight
In forward ight, as discussed in the Test Procedure section, standard handling-quality testing techniques were used to evaluate the test helicopter without strakes and with single and double strakes. Maneuvers performed included slow, level ight accelerations and decelerations at airspeeds between 35 and 100 knots, and turns, turn entries, sideslips, and climbs and descents at 60 knots. Also, autorotations with power recovery were performed and included turns during the steady-state descent portion of the autorotation at V = 50, 65, 75, and 85 knots.
According to pilot comment, the strakes had no discernible eects on aircraft handling qualities in forward ight at speeds between 35 and 100 knots. This result agrees with qualitative ight experience with a Westland Sea King helicopter that employed a single upper strake (ref.
22).
Quantitative results from two of the runs are presented in gures 16 and 17 for the baseline and double-strake congurations. Figure 16 includes climbing ight for the rst half of the run and descending ight for the second half of the run. In gure 16, the major dierences between the baseline and double-strake congurations in terms of pedal position, tail rotor blade angle, and tail rotor power resulted from a rate of climb of 1300 ft/min for the double-strake conguration compared with 1000 ft/min for the baseline conguration (rate of climb information based on pilot comment). This was also reected in the engine shaft power data where nearly 120 more horsepower were used to initiate the climb in the rst 15 sec of the time history. The remaining parameters are in agreement with pilot comment, which indicated no discernible dierences in forward ight due to the strakes. The results in gure 17 agree with pilot comment except for dierences in pedal position, longitudinal stick position, tail rotor blade angle, collective stick position, and engine shaft power caused by the pilot initiating the maneuver with a larger initial pitch control input (see pitch attitude, g. 17) for the double-strake case. The remaining parameters are in close agreement for the baseline/double-strake comparison.
Concluding Remarks
A joint NASA/Army ight investigation was conducted to evaluate the eects of horizontally mounted tail boom strakes on the directional controllability and tail rotor power of an instrumented, medium size, single-rotor helicopter during low-speed, crosswind operating conditions. Data were obtained on three congurations: (1) baseline (strakes o), (2) single strake (strake located longitudinally at the upper shoulder on the port side of the boom), and (3) double strake (upper strake plus a lower longitudinally mounted strake also on the port side of the boom). Based on the analyses of the data obtained during this investigation in conjunction with pilot comments, the following concluding remarks are given:
1. For the baseline conguration, a maximum mean tail rotor power of 120 hp was measured at = 60 and V = 20 knots; the mean pedal position was within 7 percent of the left control stop, and during excursions about the mean, the pedal was occasionally on the stop. With the addition of the single and double strakes, the mean pedal margin was increased by about 0.4 in. (6 percent of total travel) and the mean tail rotor power required was reduced from 120 to 100 hp (17 percent). Improvements were also measured at other azimuths up to a maximum mean tail rotor power reduction of 34 percent averaged for the double-strake and single-strake congurations.
2. When power dierences due to the strakes were averaged over the azimuth range, the double strake was more eective than the single strake over most of the low-speed envelope. Analysis of tail boom tuft videos conrmed that the strakes induced ow separation.
3. In left sideward ight ( = 300 , V = 10{15 knots), a marked increase in aircraft unsteadiness and diculty of precision control of aircraft heading were noted. According to pilot comment, the addition of strakes improved these eects by 50 percent. However, in left sideward ight, the addition of the strakes caused the right pedal control margin to exceed the 10-percent control limit but the right pedal stop was not contacted. 
